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STRATCO OUTBACK®

YOUR OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
Experience the best of outdoor living with a Stratco Outback® 
Verandah, Patio or Carport. Open your home to the outside 
and create a space that can be enjoyed throughout the year. 
Under a Stratco Outback you are protected from the 
elements, expanding your possibilities for entertaining, 
storage, an all-weather play area for kids or simply 
enjoying your garden.

INVEST IN MARKET LEADING QUALITY
Available in a wide range of high gloss colours to complement 
your home, the Stratco Outback features the sturdy Outback 
Deck, a steel roofing sheet with a clean, smooth underside 
that has a ‘ceiling-like’ finish. It can span up to 4.5 metres, 
allowing the support beams to be placed well apart for a 
clean, uncluttered finish. The structure is formed with strong 
and elegant, chamfered and fluted beams and columns. 
Matching gutters tie the system together, while hidden fixing 
points and concealed brackets complete the smooth and 
refined appearance. 

GENUINE PEACE OF MIND
Your durable Stratco Outback will be a lasting and satisfying 
investment giving you many years of enjoyment. 

It is protected by our own 15 year structural warranty*, and 
when installed by an Authorised Outback Dealer you are 
covered by a one year installation warranty. The Stratco 
Outback range has been thoroughly engineered and tested to 
comply with all relevant Australian Standards. The major 
components are made from strong high tensile steel, while 
the fixings and brackets are galvanised for a long useable life.

*Conditions apply
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Your lifestyle, your choice, your design combination.

STAGGERING DESIGN FLEXIBILITY -
AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE
Design freedom is central to the versatile Stratco Outback. 
Your Stratco Outback is custom designed and made for your 
exact requirements. You can choose from flat, gable, curved 
or opening roof, in either attached or freestanding. Or you 
can choose a combination of styles in a wide range of colours 
to suit your home, budget and lifestyle.
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“Uncomplicated by design, the Outback Flat 

Roof is the ideal DIY project, with everything 

supplied as a package and all the assembly 

instructions provided… Or have it installed 

by an Authorised Stratco Dealer and just 

enjoy your outdoor dream coming to life.”

“I was so impressed by the 1-piece profiled 

beams that were so strong they could span 

8.4 metres without support columns giving 

me beautiful uninterrupted views.”

OUTBACK FLAT ROOF
Create a functional outdoor living area that will enhance your 
home and lifestyle with the smooth, simple, uncluttered lines of the 
classic Outback Flat Roof. The versatile Outback Flat Roof system 
can be configured to cover any area around the home.

It is ideal as a single unit or incorporated with a gable roof, 
curved roof, or pergola system. Available as either a freestanding 
structure or attached to the home it can be used as a verandah, 
patio or carport. With the addition of the Outback Rooflite™ 
you can supply filtered light to the underside. The beams can 
span up to 8.4 metres and are available in either 120mm or 
150mm sizes.

There are four configurations to choose from:

• Type One has a 4.5 metre maximum span and only requires an 
outside beam to support the structure, although most units use 
perimeter beams on all sides to provide the best appearance.

• Type Two is the same, but with an overhang at the front to 
increase the covered area to 5.4 metres.

• Type Three has support beams across the span so the roof 
sheets can run horizontally for a different appearance.

• Type Four has extra support beams and a purlin through the 
middle to give it a span of 8.4 metres.
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OUTBACK CURVED
OUTBACK CURVED ROOF
The contemporary form of the Outback Curved Roof Verandah, Patio or Carport 
will add value and impart a sense of style and sophistication to your home. 

The curved roof can span up to 6.6 metres wide in both Multispan and Clearspan 
designs. It is available as a unit attached to the home. When combined with flat 
roof or pergola sections it becomes part of a system, with the elegant curved 
roof forming the central feature of the design.

SHOW YOUR CONTEMPOR ARY FL AIR

SMART DESIGN
Stratco designers work hard to give you smarter 
solutions for your outdoor living space, including:

• enclosed beams to discourage pests,

• minimal framework for less cleaning,

• fewer visible screws for a neater appearance,

• self-locating brackets for easier installation.

Clearspan for 
smooth ceiling-like 
appearance using 
Outback Deck.
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MULTISPAN FOR
ROOFING MATERIAL CHOICE
The Outback Multispan Curved Roof has purlins that are 
placed over the rafters in the roof. This supports your choice 
of cladding; from smooth Outback Deck, light and airy 
polycarbonate, or classic corrugated steel. Excellent if you 
want to achieve a very particular colour or light level.

CLEARSPAN FOR
UNCLUTTERED CLEAN LINES
The Outback Clearspan Curved Roof minimises beams and 
rafters by using remarkably strong Outback Deck. This leaves 
the roof area clean and uncluttered with a ceiling-like 
appearance from beneath. It also makes cleaning easier with 
fewer ‘nooks and crannies’ to gather dust and pests. Rooflites 
are available to brighten your lifestyle space underneath.

The smooth, clean lines of the curved roof form 
a graceful canopy over any outdoor area.

Multispan 
for roofing 

choice including 
polycarbonate.
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OUTBACK GABLE
OUTBACK GABLE
Exhibiting a strong presence and style, the pitched roof of 
an Outback Gable Verandah, Patio or Carport is endowed 
with an open feel that will enrich your home and outdoor 
entertainment area. The Outback Gable is available as a 
freestanding unit or attached to the home. When you combine 
it with flat roof or pergola sections then the prominent 
pitched roof becomes the attractive central hub of your 
outdoor lifestyle. You can also enjoy natural filtered light 
by incorporating Outback Rooflites in the Outback Deck. 
Available in Multispan or Clearspan designs to suit your 
design choices.

MULTISPAN FOR COLOUR
AND LIGHT FLEXIBILITY
An Outback Multispan Gable features purlins that are placed 
over the rafters in the roof. This supports the cladding, 
which can be the smooth Outback Deck, light and airy 
polycarbonate, or classic corrugated steel. The gable roof 
can span up to 6.6 metres wide on a Multispan design giving 
you a family-friendly hub.

CLEARSPAN FOR SMOOTH BEAUTY
The Outback Clearspan Gable uses the Stratco exclusive 
Outback Deck, a remarkably strong roofing material that 
does not need additional support. The Clearspan Gable can 
span an impressive 7.5 metres wide. So you will really enjoy 
your outdoor lifestyle and big family occasions under this 
magnificent uncluttered gable.

EVER POPUL AR P ITCHED ROOF CHARM

Clearspan for 
smooth ceiling-like 
appearance using 
Outback Deck.
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COMPLETE CUSTOMISATION
The Stratco Outback range is designed 
as a complete customisable package, 
giving you the freedom to design your 
own style, shape, size and colour. 
All Outback designs are supported 
by in-house engineering and local 
manufacturing, offering you 
unrivalled design 
flexibility.

It is hard to imagine a more charismatic 
and welcoming outdoor living space.

Multispan 
for roofing 

choice including 
polycarbonate.
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GAZEBO AND HIP END
ELEGANT OPTION FOR GABLE ROOF DES IGNS

The finishing touches bring it all together. 
I really love my outdoor life.
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OUTBACK HIP END
FOR ARCHITECTURAL SYMMETRY
With an enduring style, the Stratco Outback Hip End will add 
a traditional charisma to your home. The hip end is an elegant 
addition that completes the end of an Outback Gable. It has 
been designed to match the existing architecture of homes 
with a hip end in the roofline. You can incorporate a hip end 
to great effect on one or both ends of your gable.

OUTBACK GAZEBO END
FOR A DISTINCTIVE FINISH
Exuding charm and character, the Outback Gazebo End adds a 
new dimension to the end of an Outback Gable. Designed to 
provide the finishing touch, its distinctive form will impart a 
refined and elegant air to your home. The Gazebo End has 
been designed to enhance the appeal of any home, and works 
especially well on those with bay windows and hexagon forms 
in the roof design.

INTELLIGENT ENGINEERING
Stratco engineers work hard to give you 
intelligent solutions for your outdoor living 
space, including:

• council-friendly plans for easy approval,

• specifications that exceed building regulations,

• a unique beam and bracket system for strength,

• impressive spans for clear uninterrupted views.
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Closed for rain protection Ventilation with rain protection Ventilation with sun protectionAll available sun

OUTBACK SUNROOF™

OUTBACK SUNROOF™

FOR THE BEST OF YOUR WEATHER
Control your outdoor living weather with the innovative 
Stratco Outback Sunroof. Its electronically controlled 
louvres can be opened and closed to your desired position. 
Let the breeze and sunlight in when the weather is fine, and 
provide protection when the clouds set in. By adjusting 
the rotating louvres with the hand held remote, you can 
easily control the level of sunlight, shade and weather 
shielding. The system has an inbuilt rain sensor that will 
automatically close the blades if rain is detected. When the 
louvres are completely shut they form a beautiful ceiling-like 
interlocking profile that protects you from the weather.

SUPERIOR DESIGN
The Stratco Outback Sunroof is available in a flat and 
gable design. It can span up to 3.9 metres for flat, and 
7.2 metres for gable designs thanks to its strong, well-
engineered blades. The powder coated aluminium blades 
have an inbuilt weather strip to reduce noise and form a 
tight seal. The moving parts use specially designed bushes 
for whisper quiet performance, and the blades are driven 
by a powerful 24 volt DC linear actuator for reliable 
long life operation.

Gives you effortless control of the breeze and sunlight in fine 
weather, and excellent protection when the weather turns.

CONTROL AT YOUR F INGERTIPS

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED LOUVRES
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YEAR ROUND USE
You can include lighting, fans 
or heaters to compliment your 
wonderful Outback living space. 
With the wide range of 
accessories available, you can 
enjoy your Outback lifestyle 
all year round.
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OUTBACK HERITAGE
ENDURING ST YLE AND VERSATIL IT Y
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OUTBACK HERITAGE
Add a new dimension to your home and lifestyle with an 
Outback Heritage Verandah, Patio or Carport. With enduring 
style and versatility, it offers large spans and long lengths 
to expand your design options. Two styles are offered, 
the Traditional Gable and Dutch Gable. Both are available 
attached or freestanding and offer the standard eave height 
of 2.4 metres, but can be ordered up to 3.6 metres high. 
The Outback Heritage uses corrugated iron or polycarbonate 
cladding, so you can choose from over 20 colours to really 
paint your dream.

TRADITIONAL GABLE -
FOR IMPRESSIVE 8.4 METRE WIDTHS
With a classic pitched roof, and impressive widths of up 
to 8.4 metres, the Traditional Heritage Gable is extremely 
versatile. It is available with a roof pitch of either 22 or 30 
degrees. You can choose from a range of optional decorative 
and functional end infills.

DUTCH GABLE
The distinctive Dutch Gable style embodies a classic personality 
that complements more traditional Australian homes. 
Available in widths of up to 7.5 metres, with a roof pitch of 
22 degrees, it comes with a fibre-cement sheet infill. Perfect to 
mirror the roofline of a generation of Australian homes.

The Heritage takes me back 
to the cool cordial and long 

afternoons of my youth.

WARR ANTYWARR ANTY
STRUCTUR AL

Stratco proudly offers a 

15 YEAR STRUCTURAL 
WARRANTY 
on the Outback range.

When installed by an 
Authorised Dealer, you’re also covered 

by a 1 Year Installation Warranty. 
Piece of mind for your piece 

of paradise.
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OUTBACK PERGOLA
SHADE AND PROTECTION

OUTBACK PERGOLA
Create an inviting open-air setting that will let the light in 
and improve the appearance of your home. Ideal for defining 
and shading an outdoor space for both you and your 
delicate plants. With massive spans of up to eight metres, 
it is available freestanding or attached. The beams can be left 
open or fitted with a range of shadecloth colours and shade 
levels for varying sun protection. The shadecloth is attached 
with a special clip for a neat finish. You can even embellish 
your pergola with optional profiled beam ends.

PERGOLA SHADE BLADE™

For a more permanent option to create natural filtered light, 
the innovative Shade Blade system is ideal. Designed to attach 
to your pergola as an angled, fixed blade arrangement, Shade 
Blade lets the light and breeze in while providing shelter from 
the sun. The unique blade design has a small gutter to provide 
protection from light rain. For added privacy, Shade Blade can 
be installed as a side screen. When used as a side screen, the 
support post centres should be a maximum of 1.2 metres apart.
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OUTBACK CARPORT
WE ATHER PROTECTION AND STREET APPE AL

OUTBACK CARPORTS -
PROTECT YOUR PRIDE AND JOY
Enjoy the feeling of entering a cool car on a hot day or avoid 
a drenching when trying to bring the shopping in. All of the 
Outback range is suitable for installation as a carport. 
You can express your personality with Stratco’s incredible 
range of designs and colours, and with the neat, beautiful 
finish only available on an Outback, you can be sure you 
are showing your best front to the street. Choose from 
freestanding or house attached designs to really enhance 
the value and comfort of your home.
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COOLDEK CLASSIC COOLDEK CGI CEILING PROFILES

COOLDEK® ROOFING
COOLDEK ROOFING -
A BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION
Control the climate with Stratco’s innovative Cooldek insulated 
panel. Cooldek provides weatherproof roofing, substantial 
insulation and a beautiful ceiling all in one product. Cooldek is 
designed to be strong enough to span significant lengths 
unsupported while providing outstanding cooling performance. 
Cooldek is relatively simple to install, and even has an inbuilt 
rebate to conceal electrical wiring for fans and light fittings.

INSULATED ADVANTAGE
FOR COOLING COMFORT
Stratco Cooldek roofing features a polystyrene core that is 
permanently bonded to a smooth, easy to clean coloured steel 
underside and a profiled, coloured steel topside. The insulating 
properties of Cooldek reduce heat from above on hot days 
which significantly increases comfort levels under the roof. It 
also reduces noise from heavy rain and will aid in keeping the 
interior of your home cool, reducing your energy costs and 
your carbon footprint.

MANY OPTIONS AVAILABLE
You have two top profiles to choose from; either the traditional 
corrugated shape of Cooldek CGI or the high performance 
decking shape of Cooldek Classic. For the underside contour, 
there is a choice of smooth or two ribbed finishes. The underside 
is available in white or a choice of high gloss colours.

You can choose from three insulation thicknesses; 50mm, 75mm 
and 100mm, for increasing levels of insulation and greater 
spanning capabilities. 50mm thick panels have an insulation rating 
(R value) of up to 1.6, 75mm thick panels have an R value of up 
to 2.2 and 100mm thick panels have an R value of up to 2.8.

Finally, the topside colour choices include a wide range of 
popular colours to integrate your patio into existing colour 
schemes.

IMPRESSIVE STRENGTH,
INCREDIBLY LONG SPANS
Exceptional strength allows Cooldek to span up to an 
impressive 7.2 metres unsupported. These large spans reduce 
the number of beams and framework required, which offers 
you an uncluttered appearance and clear views.

INSUL ATED VER ANDAH PATIO ROOFING

Smooth SilklineV-Groove
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Experience outdoor living under the cool canopy of  
a Stratco Outback® with inbuilt Cooldek® insulation.
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Get excited about painting your dream, your way.

MAINTENANCE: Regular maintenance is essential to maintain the good looks of all Stratco steel products and to ensure you receive the maximum 
life-span possible in your area. Washing with clean water must be frequent enough to prevent the accumulation of dust, salts, and pollutants or any 
other material that will reduce the life of the product. Stratco steel products that are regularly washed by rain require no additional maintenance. 
No Stratco steel structure or materials are recommended for use over, or in close proximity, to swimming pools or spas. No material that retains 
water (such as dirt or paving sand) should be placed against the columns. Care must be taken when determining the location of Stratco steel 
products so that they are not placed in close contact with sources of pollution or environmental factors that could affect the life of the steel. 
Refer to the ‘Selection, Use and Maintenance’ brochure for more information. 

The beautiful Stratco Outback range offers 7 high gloss framework colours, 
a variety of high gloss cladding colour options and over 20 gutter colours to 
match or contrast with your existing home.

So whether you choose calming hues for your haven or bold tones for your 
entertaining area, or even filtered light for your family space, you will find a 
colour combination that’s just right for you.

Speak to your Outback consultant for more great ideas and colour samples.

COLOUR YOUR WORLD
A VARIET Y OF COLOUR COMBINATIONS
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Stratco is the only major manufacturer of verandahs, 
patios and carports that has a nationwide chain of home 
improvement stores and a highly professional network of 

Authorised Dealers. So you can be sure we have 
your outdoor lifestyle needs covered.



« Scan this QR code with your smart phone to find a Stratco near you.

QUEENSLAND • NEW SOUTH WALES • AUST. CAPITAL TERRITORY • VICTORIA 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA • WESTERN AUSTRALIA • NORTHERN TERRITORY

stratco.com.au
Ph: 1300 155 155

All brands and logos/images accompanied by ® or ™ are trade marks of Stratco (Australia) Pty Limited. ® Copyright May 2012 BROCOBR

Follow us on

Bring your outdoor lifestyle dreams to life 
with a Stratco Outback.


